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Appendix
II
Multi-sensor measurements of Raindrop Size Distribution
Appendix A. Composite DSD’s
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Figure A.1.- Composite DSDs (events #1-15)
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Figure A.2.- Composite DSDs (events #16-30)
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Figure A.3.- Composite DSDs (events #1-15)
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Figure A.4.- Composite DSDs (events #16-30)
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Figure A.5.- Composite DSDs (events #1-15)
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Figure A.6.-Composite DSDs (events #16-30)
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Appendix B. Simple Normalization
Considering the integral of the DSD over all the raindrop spectra we obtain the average




 moment of the DSD).
Drops size distribution can be expressed as the product of NT and p (the probability density
function with dimensions of [mm
-1
]), which gives the probability of finding a drop with a
diameter interval between D and D+dD [mm].
  N(D) = NT  p(D) (B.1)
We can render the probability density function dimensionless using in general, any magnitude












where function ˆ p  is dimensionless and Dc is any weighted diameter expressed as the quotient
of any two consecutive DSD moments, i.e. Dc=Mj+1/Mj. In addition to NT and Dc , the DSD
may depend on a number of dimensionless parameters. Let us call them ai, (i=1,…n).
An important point is the relation between those parameters and reference variable such as the
rain intensity. In that sense many experimental DSD studies, concluded the following.
o NT and Dc are correlated with any moment of the DSD through a power relationship as
follows.
Dc = c  Mi , NT = c'Mi (B.3)
o Paramenters ai are independent of the reference variable
This leads to the formulation
N(D,Mi) = c /c' Mi
  ˆ p (cDMi
 ) = Mi
  g DMi
( ) (B.4)
Where g(x) is not a density probability function.
Appendix C. Double Normalization
Scatter round normalized DSD when mixing different type of rain lead to introduce a second
moment to capture the natural variability of DSDs. Thus NT and Dc were related with two
reference variables.
Dc = c  Mi  M j ,
NT = c'Mi  M j
(C.5)
This leads to another formulation
N(D,Mi,M j ) = Mi
  M j
  h DMi
  M j
( ) (C.6)
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